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Figure 1: Mean values of ODPCounts in different groups: Subordinates vs. Superiors; Female vs. Male;
across all combinations of Hierarchical Power and Gender.

groups of Hierarchical Power and Gender. For ex-
ample, ReplyRate was highly significant; female
superiors obtain the highest reply rate.

It is crucial to note that ANOVA only deter-
mines that there is a significant difference between
groups, but does not tell which groups are signifi-
cantly different. In order to ascertain that, we must
use the Tukey’s HSD (Honest Significant Differ-
ence) Test. We do not describe the analysis of
all our features to that depth in this paper due to
space limitations. Instead, we investigate specific
hypotheses which we have derived from sociolin-
guistic literature. The first hypothesis we investi-
gate is:

• Hypothesis 1: Female superiors tend to use
“face-saving” strategies at work that include
conventionally polite requests and imperson-
alized directives, and that avoid imperatives
(Herring, 2008).

As a stand-in for a face-threatening communica-
tive strategy, we use our “Overt Display of Power”
feature (ODP). An ODP limits the addressee’s
range of possible responses, and thus threatens his
or her (negative) face.6 We thus reformulate our
hypothesis as follows: the use of ODP by superi-
ors changes when looking at the splits by gender,
with female superiors using fewer ODPs than male
superiors. We look further into the ANOVA anal-
ysis of the thread-level ODPCount treating Hierar-
chical Power and Gender as independent variables.
Figure 1 shows the mean values of ODP counts in

6For a discussion of the notion of “face”, see (Brown and
Levinson, 1987).

each group of participants. A summary of the re-
sults follows.

Hierarchical Power was significant. Subordi-
nates had an average of 0.091 ODP counts and Su-
periors had an average of 0.114 ODP counts. Gen-
der was also significant; Females had an average
of 0.086 ODP counts and Males had an average of
0.113 ODP counts. When looking at the factorial
groups of Hierarchical Power and Gender, how-
ever, several results were very highly significant.
The significantly different pairs of groups, as per
the Tukey’s HSD test, are Male Superiors/Male
Subordinates, Male Superiors/Female Superiors,
and Male Superiors/Female Subordinates. Male
Superiors used the most ODPs, with an average
of 0.135 counts. Somewhat surprisingly, Female
Superiors used the least of the entire group, with
an average of 0.072 counts. Among Subordinates,
Females actually used slightly more ODP, with an
average of 0.096 counts. Male Subordinates had
an average of 0.086 ODP counts. However, the
differences among these three groups (Female Su-
periors, Female Subordinates, and Male Subordi-
nates) are not significant.

The results confirm our hypothesis: female
superiors use fewer ODPs than male superiors.
However, we also see that among women, there
is no significant difference between superiors and
subordinates, and the difference between superi-
ors and subordinates in general (which is signif-
icant) is entirely due to men. This in fact shows
that a more specific (and more interesting) hypoth-
esis than our original hypothesis is validated: only
male superiors use more ODPs than subordinates.
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Figure 2: Mean values of Conventional Counts: Subordinates vs. Superiors; across all Gender
Environments; across all combinations of Hierarchical Power and Gender Environments.

Females use 0.50. This result is somewhat sur-
prising, but does not invalidate our Hypothesis 2,
since our hypothesis is not formulated in terms of
Gender, but in terms of Gender Environment. The
analysis of Gender Environment at first appears to
be a negative result: while the averages by Gender
Environment differ, the differences are not signif-
icant. However, the groups defined by both Hi-
erarchical Power and Gender Environment have
highly significant differences. Subordinates in Fe-
male Environments use the most conventional lan-
guage of all six groups, with an average of 0.79.
Superiors in Female Environments use the least,
with an average of 0.48. Mixed Environments and
Male Environments differ, but are more similar to
each other than to Female Environments. In fact,
in the Tukey HSD test, the only significant pairs
are exactly the set of subordinates in Female En-
vironments paired with each other group (Supe-
riors in Female Environments, and Subordinates
and Superiors in Mixed Environments and Male
Environments). That is, Subordinates in Female
environments use significantly more conventional
language than any other group, but the remaining
groups do not differ significantly from each other.

Our hypothesis is thus only partially verified:
while gender environment is a crucial aspect of the
use of conventional DAs, we also need to look at
the power status of the writer. In fact only sub-
ordinates in female environments use more con-
ventional DAs than any other group (as defined by
power status and gender environment). While our
hypothesis is not fully verified, we interpret the
results to mean that subordinates are more com-
fortable in female environments to use a style of
communication which includes more conventional
DAs than outside the female environments.

7 Predicting Power in Participant Pairs

In this section, we use the formulation of
the power prediction problem presented in our
prior work (Prabhakaran and Rambow, 2014).
Given a thread t and a pair of participants
(p1 , p2 ) 2 RIPPt , we want to automatically de-
tect HP(p1 , p2 ). We use the SVM-based su-
pervised learning system from (Prabhakaran and
Rambow, 2014) that can predict HP(p1 , p2 ) to
be either superior or subordinate based on the in-
teraction within a thread t for any pair of partici-
pants (p1 , p2 ) 2 RIPPt . The order of participants
in (p1 , p2 ) is fixed such that p1 is the sender of
the first message in IMt(p1 , p2 ). The power pre-
diction system is built using the ClearTK (Ogren
et al., 2008) wrapper for SVMLight (Joachims,
1999) package. It uses a quadratic kernel to cap-
ture feature-feature interactions, which is very im-
portant as we see in Section 5 and 6. We use the
Train, Dev and Test subsets of the APGI subset
of our corpus for our experiments. We use the re-
lated interacting participant pairs in threads from
the Train set to train our models and optimize our
performance on those from the Dev set. We report
results on both Dev and Test sets.

In addition to the features described in Sec-
tion 4.2, the power prediction system presented
in (Prabhakaran and Rambow, 2014) uses a lexi-
cal feature set (LEX) that captures word ngrams,
POS (part of speech) ngrams and mixed ngrams,
since lexical features have been established to be
very useful for power prediction. Mixed ngrams
are word ngrams where words belonging to open
classes are replaced with their POS tags. We add
two gender-based feature sets: GEN containing
the gender of both persons of the pair and ENV
containing the gender environment feature.



Would these results hold in modern 
enterprise social media contexts?











As people in corporations increasing adopt 
platforms like Facebook and Twitter, how do 
you expect these findings to 
generalize/change?



How can the sociolinguistic findings on 
gender, gender environment, and power 
be useful for social computing research?



What kind of design considerations could 
incorporate the sociolinguistic findings on 
gender, gender environment, and power so 
that they aid people in the maintenance of 
social relations as Prabhakaran et al found? 
You can describe using any social computing 
platform of choice. 



How do the preexisting 
social/corporate structures and biases 
at a large corporation impact the data, 
especially given that less than 35% of 
the unique discourse participants were 
women?
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No Country for Old Members: 
User lifecycle and linguistic 
change in online communities



Summary
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(a) BeerAdvocate
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(b) RateBeer

Figure 5: Example of community-level change: Predictabil-
ity of each month’s language, calculated as the average cross-
entropy of that month’s posts according to snapshot language
model of the respective month (blue, round markers; error bars
are very tight, sometimes not visible). Lower values mean ‘eas-
ier to predict’. Compare with the predictability of the language
used by users joining that month (green, diamond markers).
(a) BeerAdvocate; (b) RateBeer.

3.2 User lifecycle
We now transition from exploring user-level and community-

level linguistic change in isolation to the main goal of the present
work: Building a framework for understanding the interaction be-
tween these levels of change. In particular, we focus on analyzing
a user’s susceptibility to react to the evolving norms of the commu-
nity at different stages of her community life.

User life-stage. One of the challenges for an analysis that operates
at both the community and the individual user level is the relativ-
ity of time. Unlike the offline settings where traditional studies of
linguistic change were conducted, in online setting individuals in-
teract with the community at very different rates. Moreover, online
users have vastly different lifespans, ranging from one day to an
entire decade. Therefore, it is important to identify a user’s stage in

their community-life in a way that allows comparison across users
with different activity levels and lifespans.

To this end we define the life-stage of a user as the percentage of
posts the user has already written, out of the total number of posts
the user will ultimately write before abandoning the community.5
Thus, a life-stage of 0% corresponds to birth—the moment the user
joined the community—and a life-stage of 100% corresponds to
death—the moment the user leaves the community.

User’s distance from the language of the community. Another
key element of the proposed framework is the ability to mea-
sure a user’s reaction to linguistic change at a given stage in her
community-life. In the following we use several measures for lin-
guistic change, each of them providing different perspectives on the
phenomenon. We start by quantifying the extent to which a user is
in tune with the community’s norms by employing the snapshot
language models defined in Section 2.

In Figure 6 we plot the average cross-entropy of a user’s posts
at different life-stages according to the snapshot language model
of the months in which the respective posts were written. Observ-
ing the evolution of cross-entropy over the users’ lifespan we no-
tice that, in both communities under study, users follow a deter-
mined lifecycle: When users join, their language is far from that
of the community6 (high cross-entropy) and then users gradually
approach the current language of the community (decreasing cross-
entropy); interestingly, after about a third of users (ultimate) lifes-
pan, their language starts to again distance itself from that of the
community. It appears as if a user’s language falls out of tune with
that of the community before she abandons the community.

Since communities as well as individuals simultaneously evolve,
it is not clear whether the change in cross-entropy we just described
is the result of the user actively changing her language towards (and
then away) from that of the community or, on the contrary, the
result of the evolving community norms getting closer (respectively
away) from a static user. Thus, the increase in cross-entropy in the
end stage of user’s lifetime could be explained by two competing
hypotheses:

• The user is moving away from the community by starting to
use language that is foreign to the current state of the com-
munity.

• The user stops adapting her language to the community and
gets out of tune with the changing community.

In order to tease these two hypotheses apart, we measure how much
a user’s language changes with respect to her own past language
at each stage of her life. More precisely, we compare the lexi-
cal overlap between each post and the previous 10 posts written
by the same user according to the Jaccard similarity coefficient7.
Figure 7(a) shows that on average users increasingly stabilize their
language for the first third of their lifespan (henceforth linguistic

5In order to keep a meaningful interpretation to this fractional mea-
sure, in all experiments that involve it we ignore users with less than
50 posts. However, the same qualitative results hold if this limit is
not enforced.
6More precisely, “far from the state of the community at the time
the post was written”: the cross-entropy of each post p is com-
puted with respect to a community language model SLMm(p) con-
temporary with the post; this is crucially different from comparing
the post with a time-invariant model of the community language
since it accounts for the community-level language volatility we
have discussed.
7We obtain the same qualitative trend for other lexical overlap mea-
sures such as cross-entropy and cosine-similarity.
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(b) RateBeer

Figure 5: Example of community-level change: Predictabil-
ity of each month’s language, calculated as the average cross-
entropy of that month’s posts according to snapshot language
model of the respective month (blue, round markers; error bars
are very tight, sometimes not visible). Lower values mean ‘eas-
ier to predict’. Compare with the predictability of the language
used by users joining that month (green, diamond markers).
(a) BeerAdvocate; (b) RateBeer.

3.2 User lifecycle
We now transition from exploring user-level and community-

level linguistic change in isolation to the main goal of the present
work: Building a framework for understanding the interaction be-
tween these levels of change. In particular, we focus on analyzing
a user’s susceptibility to react to the evolving norms of the commu-
nity at different stages of her community life.

User life-stage. One of the challenges for an analysis that operates
at both the community and the individual user level is the relativ-
ity of time. Unlike the offline settings where traditional studies of
linguistic change were conducted, in online setting individuals in-
teract with the community at very different rates. Moreover, online
users have vastly different lifespans, ranging from one day to an
entire decade. Therefore, it is important to identify a user’s stage in

their community-life in a way that allows comparison across users
with different activity levels and lifespans.

To this end we define the life-stage of a user as the percentage of
posts the user has already written, out of the total number of posts
the user will ultimately write before abandoning the community.5
Thus, a life-stage of 0% corresponds to birth—the moment the user
joined the community—and a life-stage of 100% corresponds to
death—the moment the user leaves the community.

User’s distance from the language of the community. Another
key element of the proposed framework is the ability to mea-
sure a user’s reaction to linguistic change at a given stage in her
community-life. In the following we use several measures for lin-
guistic change, each of them providing different perspectives on the
phenomenon. We start by quantifying the extent to which a user is
in tune with the community’s norms by employing the snapshot
language models defined in Section 2.

In Figure 6 we plot the average cross-entropy of a user’s posts
at different life-stages according to the snapshot language model
of the months in which the respective posts were written. Observ-
ing the evolution of cross-entropy over the users’ lifespan we no-
tice that, in both communities under study, users follow a deter-
mined lifecycle: When users join, their language is far from that
of the community6 (high cross-entropy) and then users gradually
approach the current language of the community (decreasing cross-
entropy); interestingly, after about a third of users (ultimate) lifes-
pan, their language starts to again distance itself from that of the
community. It appears as if a user’s language falls out of tune with
that of the community before she abandons the community.

Since communities as well as individuals simultaneously evolve,
it is not clear whether the change in cross-entropy we just described
is the result of the user actively changing her language towards (and
then away) from that of the community or, on the contrary, the
result of the evolving community norms getting closer (respectively
away) from a static user. Thus, the increase in cross-entropy in the
end stage of user’s lifetime could be explained by two competing
hypotheses:

• The user is moving away from the community by starting to
use language that is foreign to the current state of the com-
munity.

• The user stops adapting her language to the community and
gets out of tune with the changing community.

In order to tease these two hypotheses apart, we measure how much
a user’s language changes with respect to her own past language
at each stage of her life. More precisely, we compare the lexi-
cal overlap between each post and the previous 10 posts written
by the same user according to the Jaccard similarity coefficient7.
Figure 7(a) shows that on average users increasingly stabilize their
language for the first third of their lifespan (henceforth linguistic

5In order to keep a meaningful interpretation to this fractional mea-
sure, in all experiments that involve it we ignore users with less than
50 posts. However, the same qualitative results hold if this limit is
not enforced.
6More precisely, “far from the state of the community at the time
the post was written”: the cross-entropy of each post p is com-
puted with respect to a community language model SLMm(p) con-
temporary with the post; this is crucially different from comparing
the post with a time-invariant model of the community language
since it accounts for the community-level language volatility we
have discussed.
7We obtain the same qualitative trend for other lexical overlap mea-
sures such as cross-entropy and cosine-similarity.

(a) BeerAdvocate (b) RateBeer

Figure 6: Lifecycle: Distance from the language of the community at each life-stage, calculated as the cross-entropy of each post
according to the snapshot language models of the post’s month (0% is birth, 100% is death). Lower values mean “closer to the
community”. (a) BeerAdvocate; (b) RateBeer.

(a) Language flexibility (b) Linguistic progressiveness (c) Adoption of lexical innovations

Figure 7: Lifecycle: (a) User-language flexibility at each life-stage, computed as the Jaccard coefficient between each post and a
window of 10 previous posts written by the same user. (First and last 10 reviews of each user are not represented.) Users’ language
rigidifies after their linguistic adolescence. (b) Linguistic progressiveness at each life-stage. Positive values indicate future-leaning
language, while negative values indicate past-leaning language. (c) Probability of adopting lexical innovations at each life-stage (0%
is birth, 100% is death). (BeerAdvocate; same trends hold for RateBeer.)

adolescence) and then their language rigidifies. This supports the
second hypothesis: Early in their career users learn and adapt to the
language of their community, but over time they stop conforming
and the community slowly drifts away from them.

Users get stuck in the past. In order to gain further insight into
the relation between a user’s language at each life-stage and that of
the community, we use the concept of linguistic progressiveness,
which we define next. For each post p we consider the snapshot
language models for the 12 months previous to the one in which p
was written and the snapshot language models for the 12 months
after that; we will denote with SLMi the language model corre-
sponding to the i-th month after (or, if i is negative, before) the
month p was written. We then define the linguistic progressiveness
of p as:

Prog(p) = argmin
�12i12,i 6=0

H(p,SLMi),

where H(p,SLMi) is the cross-entropy of p with respect to the
SLMi language model. Under this notation, Prog(p) = �3 would
mean that the language of the post p appears to closest to the lan-
guage used in the third month before p was written. A negative
value of Prog(p) indicates that p uses conservative language (in the
sense that p uses language that looks like the language used in the
past), while a positive value indicates progressive language. Fig-
ure 7(b) shows that users employ increasingly progressive language
through their linguistic adolescence and then use language that is
more and more past-leaning. This behavior has tight connections
with the adult language stability assumption from sociolinguistics,
and we will expand on these connections in Section 5.

User’s reaction to lexical innovation. While our cross-entropy
based measures are suitable to measure the linguistic distance from
the community, the results remain opaque with respect to the ac-
tual actions through which users react to new community norms.





Why is this important from the 
perspective of the social computing 
field –class exercise and 
brainstorming examples later…



Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al. say that 
“[their] framework can be used to detect, 
early in a user’s career, how long she will stay 
active in the community”

Describe two scenarios where this knowledge will be 
beneficial and two where it will not be useful/could be 
harmful. Who are these stakeholders who will be 
interested in this knowledge?

Class Exercise II











Will the two-phase lifecycle (linguistic 
innovation learning and conservative phases) 
hold for/generalize to other online 
communities?
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M. (2016, February). # thyghgapp: Instagram content 
moderation and lexical variation in pro-eating disorder 
communities. In Proc. CSCW.

#thyghgapp: Instagram Content Moderation and Lexical 
Variation in Pro-Eating Disorder Communities 
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ABSTRACT 
Pro-eating disorder (pro-ED) communities on social media 
encourage the adoption and maintenance of disordered eat-
ing habits as acceptable alternative lifestyles rather than 
threats to health. In particular, the social networking site 
Instagram has reacted by banning searches on several pro-
ED tags and issuing content advisories on others. We pre-
sent the first large-scale quantitative study investigating 
pro-ED communities on Instagram in the aftermath of mod-
eration – our dataset contains 2.5M posts between 2011 and 
2014. We find that the pro-ED community has adopted non-
standard lexical variations of moderated tags to circumvent 
these restrictions. In fact, increasingly complex lexical vari-
ants have emerged over time. Communities that use lexical 
variants show increased participation and support of pro-
ED (15-30%). Finally, the tags associated with content on 
these variants express more toxic, self-harm, and vulnerable 
content. Despite Instagram’s moderation strategies, pro-ED 
communities are active and thriving. We discuss the effec-
tiveness of content moderation as an intervention for com-
munities of deviant behavior. 

Author Keywords 
Instagram; social media; lexical variation; eating disorder.  

ACM Classification Keywords 
H.5.m. Information interfaces and presentation (e.g., HCI): 
Miscellaneous. 

INTRODUCTION 
Online connectivity has changed our experiences of health 
disorders, both for good and for bad. On one hand, the web 
provides a candid and emotionally supportive network for 
communities with socially stigmatized illnesses, e.g., de-
pression [12,31]. On the other, online platforms have con-
nected people in ways that can enable and amplify the de-
structive power of eating disorders [19]. Once socially or 
physically isolated, individuals with eating disorders can 
now connect with other sufferers online. Sometimes, these 
users connect in “pro-eating disorder” (pro-ED) communi-

ties that share content, advice, and provide social support 
for disordered or unusual eating choices as a reasonable 
lifestyle alternative [7]. Social sharing of such behaviors is 
dangerous not only for those with eating disorders but also 
represents contagion threats to those who do not currently 
have these conditions but may be vulnerable [7]. 

Instagram is a photo-sharing 
social network founded in 
2010. The platform is unique 
in that it does not have formal-
ized community structures, 
like forums or private groups. 
Instead, communities form 
around more amorphous, pub-
lic tags. In the case of the pro-
ED community on Instagram, 
users cluster around tags relat-
ing to eating disorders (e.g., 
“anorexia”, “proana”).  

Instagram, along with other 
social media platforms like 
Tumblr, has been challenged 
with the proliferation of such 
content. In response to media 
scrutiny in 2012 [32], Insta-
gram began to publicly ban 
some of the most common tags associated with pro-ED [24] 
with the stated goal that such restrictions would discourage 
pro-ED content. Banned tags can still be used in posts, but 
posts will not be returned if a user searches for any of these 
tags. In addition, Instagram issues content advisories that 
serve as public service announcements on searches around 
eating disorder-related tags (Figure 1). We will refer to the-
se practices by Instagram as “content moderation.”  

In response to such moderation, the pro-ED community has 
adopted tagging conventions to circumvent restrictions on 
accessing pro-ED content. One popular technique used by 
the community is adopting non-standard linguistic variants 
of moderated tags [10,13], what we call “lexical variants.” 
These variants include adding or deleting characters in tags 
(“anorexiaa”), substituting letters (“thynsporation”), or de-
liberate misspellings (“anarexic”) but keeping the semantics 
of the tag consistent. 
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Figure 1. A content advi-
sory is issued on searches 
for “ana”. 

that is, the users likely to embrace this strategy are perhaps 
a small fraction of those who use the root tags. Alternative-
ly, it may also indicate the propensity of a certain segment 
of the pro-ED community to adopt the lexical variations in 
their content sharing, perhaps to avoid discoverability more 
broadly, build and maintain social cohesion, and to even 
“hide in plain sight” following the enforcement of the mod-
eration policy. 

To compliment this analysis, we examine how the pro-ED 
community engages and supports posts in the root and vari-
ant tags. To measure engagement and support, we use mean 
‘likes’ and mean comments on root posts and variant posts 
(Table 5). There is a statistically significant increase in likes 
and comments for most variants when compared to the base 
tags. The mean number of likes in variant posts is higher by 

30% compared to the root posts, while comments are 15% 
higher in variants (statistically significant through Mann 
Whitney U-tests). Despite a drop in the user base in some 
tags and the content moderation efforts of Instagram, there 
is continued support in the pro-ED community on lexical 
variants.  

RQ3 (Topical Changes): Comparison of Topical Context 
Finally, in RQ3, we investigate how the context of root tag 
use in posts differs from posts containing variant tags. We 
consider the context of use to be the tags that co-occur with 
roots or variants in posts. In our data, there are 194,421 tags 
that co-occur with roots three or more times, while 225,282 
tags co-occur with variants three or more times. Before we 
could compare topical content, we determined that the two 
sets of tags are considerably different. Mean normalized 
mutual information (NMI) between the two co-occurrence 
tag distributions is .32 (high NMI implies high correlation), 
and a Mann-Whitney U-test notes this difference to be sta-
tistically significant (z=-2.93; p=.002). Further, the fre-
quencies of co-occurrence of the tags with roots and vari-
ants are also different – Kendall’s τ between the frequency 
distributions of the two sets is .28. 

To explore these differences, we report a sample of 10 tags 
with lowest and highest log likelihood ratios between the 
two sources (excluding co-occurring tags that are roots or 
variants themselves (Table 6)). The Log likelihood ratio of 
a tag ti is computed as: LLR(ti) = log(P(ti|{roots})/ 
P(ti|{variants}), i.e., a measure proportional to the ratio 
between probability of co-occurrence of ti with any of the 

More freq. w/ 
roots 

LLR 
More freq. w/ 
variants 

LLR Equally freq. LLR 

ednos 5.52 insecure -6.62 depressed .72 
feelugly 5.19 cutting -6.44 mentalhealth .55 
starve 4.87 loathemyself -6.43 tired .93 
anamia 4.63 killingmeinside -6.37 worthless .49 
anatips 4.15 lifeispointless -5.91 life .20 
anaaccounts 4.09 bloodsecret123 -5.75 hate .19 
disappeared 4.01 nobodylikesme -5.57 perfection .04 
darkangel 4.01 skinnyplease -5.28 dead .71 
purge 3.89 trigger -5.24 sad .70 
thinstagram 3.82 selfhate -5.17 blithe .79 

Table 6. Top 10 tags co-occurring with roots and variants with 
the highest, lowest and near zero log likelihood (LLR). 

Figure 3. Normalized proportion of weekly posts for six root tags and their corresponding three most frequent variants over 
time. The vertical grey lines indicate time when Instagram publicly reported change in its community policies (Apr 2012). 





What about anonymous communities (like 
4chan /b/) where it may be less important 
whether someone is a newcomer?



What about communities catering to specific 
needs of people (e.g., mental health)? 


